Designer Note: The ICT Designer shall provide designs that fully document and incorporate Yale IT Standards and best practices into projects. This Appendix contains photographic documentation, for reference only, that is indicative of final approved installations. It shall be incumbent upon the ICT Designer to provide designs and construction administration to achieve final approved installations as documented in this Appendix. Some photographs are labeled “Incorrect Installation” which depict bad practice to be avoided. Coordinate with Yale IT to confirm the existence of updates and revisions not yet incorporated into this documentation.

APPENDIX E – AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEMS PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION

Audiovisual Cabinet Photo 1 - SDVoE 10 Gbps Audiovisual Cabinet Equipment Rack
Audiovisual SDVoE Headend Photo 2 - SDVoE 10 Gbps IP High Definition 4K Signal Extenders Via OM4 50 Micron Multimode Optical Fiber
Audiovisual SDVoE Headend Photo 3 – Panopto-Certified Video Capture Appliances (by Seneca)
Audiovisual SDVoE Headend Photo 4 – Core Processor, Remote Classroom PC, Remote Wireless Presentation Device, SDVoE 10 Gbps OM4 Optical Fiber Extenders
Conference Room Photo 5 – Wall Mounted Interactive Touch Flat Panel (Benq RP series) with UC Conferencing Wide Angle Camera/Beam Forning Microphone (Logitech Meetup)
Room Scheduling Signage Photo 6 – 7” Room Scheduling Sign with Glass Mount
Ceiling Array Microphone Photo 7 – Ceiling Array Microphone with Custom Pendant Mount (Shure MXA910 Series)
Audiovisual Cabinet Photo 1 - SDVoE 10 Gbps Audiovisual Cabinet Equipment Rack
Audiovisual Cabinet Photo 3 – SDVoE 10 Gbps Audiovisual Cabinet Equipment Rack

Audiovisual SDVoE Headend Photo 2 - SDVoE 10 Gbps IP High Definition 4K Signal Extenders Via OM4 50 Micron Multimode Optical Fiber
Audiovisual SDVoE Headend Photo 3 – Panopto-Certified Video Capture Appliances (by Seneca)
Audiovisual SDVoE Headend Photo 4 – Core Processor, Remote Classroom PC, Remote Wireless Presentation Device, SDVoE 10 Gbps OM4 Optical Fiber Extenders
Conference Room Photo 5 – Wall Mounted Interactive Touch Flat Panel (Benq RP series) with UC Conferencing Wide Angle Camera/Beam Forming Microphone (Logitech Meetup)
Room Scheduling Signage Photo 6 – 7” Room Scheduling Sign with Glass Mount
Ceiling Array Microphone Photo 7 – Ceiling Array Microphone with Custom Pendant Mount (Shure MXA910 Series)